
SCIENCE/STEM IN SCHOOLS 2022

Program Overview
STEM is the future for food.
It’s never been more important to be knowledgeable on what  makes food 
technology tick, from sustainable agriculture to innovation to biosecurity. 

Time for Tech explores how the more we know about food science and 
technology, the more we can solve problems in everyday life. Students will learn 
all about sustainable agriculture and laboratory-developed foods as well as 
its (sometimes unintended) consequences, and so be better informed about 
STEM, career pathways and how we can all do our bit to support the planet. 
And how are we going to do that?
With comedy of course!

The show consists of four interactive science sketches that centre on different aspects 
of food technology. Students in grades 5-10 will learn about:
• sustainable agriculture
• the link between food technology and innovation
• how technology helps design creative food solutions
• and biosecurity in a COVID impacted world.

Throughout, audience members and student volunteers are encouraged 
to offer suggestions that the actors will incorporate into the action. 
The result is that students have input into the show while watching it! 

Celebrate Science/STEM in Schools with a
Livestream-In-School performance from

Perform! Education

Quick Information
2022 Livestream dates available to schedule:
Term 2: Mon 6 Jun - Fri 17 Jun, 2022
Available:
Any school, anywhere across New Zealand
Duration:
40 minutes
Suitability:
Grades 5–10
Location:
At school or at home.

BOOK NOW:
Simply call or email our team today,

and find more info at PerformEducation.com

Interactive Discussions
The session includes interactive discussions with the live host for your students to 
explore the themes and key questions connected to the learning points.

Livestream Program
The livestream performance is hosted by your personal Actor/Educator interacting 
and discussing live-in-real-time with your students and classrooms, as they introduce 
the filmed educational theatre episodes of the exciting Science/STEM in Schools 
presentation. The livestream lesson includes interactive segments for students to 
answer quizzes connected to the learning points, have guided discussions on the 
educational themes and ask questions in real time!

The educational episodes are captured live-on-film with multi-cameras and in high 
definition, meaning everyone will be watching from the best seat in the house!

Digital Resources
With your secure school link, the livestream 
performance will be available for your whole 
school to watch, in class or at home, on the 
date/time of your scheduled incursion.

The Livestream e-learning package also 
includes an on-demand recording of the 
livestream incursion to re-watch and review all 
year long! Alongside this is a range of hands-
on educational tools with online interactive 
games, quizzes, videos and lesson plans 
for classroom and at home to extend the 
engagement and learning, all available for the 
entire school year!
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